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PHOTOGRAPHIC ILLUSTRATIONS BY DANA SHELTON

LEFT to RIGHT; TOP to BOTTOM:
Summertime concertgoers at a Houston city park.
Brass sculpture; Houston Art Museum.
Matador Humberto Mono tossed at
a Houston Astrodome bullfight.
"In baiting a mousetrap with cheese,
always leave room for the mouse."
— Edmund Gosse.
"Belladonna." In Italian, a beautiful
woman; in English, a deadly poison.
A striking example of the identity of
the two tongues.
Frank Sinatra and Astronaut Neil
Armstrong signing autographs at the
NASA "Welcome Home" dinner in
the Astrodome.
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The first two covers of this issue show a collection of
photography by Rollins Sophomore Dana Shelton. Son
of William Roy Shelton, Jr., former professor of English
at Rollins and now a nationally-known writer, Dana
bought his first camera at the age of twelve.
As a Freshman at Rollins he worked as News Bureau
photographer, and this year he has worked as photographer for the Rollins Tomokan and the Sandspur.
Dana plans to be a professional photojournalist or
motion picture photographer. He has been interviewed
by numerous major newspapers, Life magazine and
National Geographic. His favorite subjects include
nature, sports, major news events . . . and pretty
Rollins co-eds like sophomore Lucy Cook shown on
the front cover.

(Dr. Critchfield wrote this article
shortly after Reunion in early
April. His references to the needs
by the end of the year refer to
June 30,1970, the end of our fiscal
year. —■ Editor)

by JACK B. CRITCHFIELD
President of Rollins College

At the conclusion of my remarks at
the Annual Meeting of the Rollins
Alumni Association on April 4,1970,
a number of Alumni in attendance
suggested that I transmit the same
thoughts to the Alumni at large. Before attempting to do so, I wish to
thank all of you who have indicated
your interest and support of Rollins
through your financial contributions
and your letters of encouragement
during my first year as President.
Both have been inspiring and greatly
appreciated.
I am certain that most Alumni
would appreciate reading something other than a plea for continued support, no matter how
subtle the plea. However, I believe I
would be remiss in my responsibilities if I did not make an effort to
better inform you of the financial
condition of the College.
In 1799, parents of students at
The College of New Jersey (now
Princeton) complained that annual
expenses of $171.21 were too high.
President Samuel Stanhope Smith
sent a letter to parents with an explanation of costs as follows:
$94.50 food
4.67 entrance fee
36.67 tuition, room rent, and
library fee
12.00 laundry
13.98 wood
4.40 servant's wages
5.00 candles
President Smith went on to say
that some young men aiming too
much at ostentation in their appearance, did incur heavy and unnecessary debts for clothing, barbers, and
horses. The problem of paying for
Higher Education is not a new problem although the amount of the
actual cost to be paid by the student
(or his parents) has varied considerably through the years.
The operating expense at Rollins
College has increased from $4.9 million three years ago to $5.6 million

this current year or nearly 15%.
During the same time, income from
endowment has increased by only
5% and gift income has increased
by only 4.2%. The result has been a
gradually increasing annual expense
over income, which at the beginning of this academic year totaled
$680,000 and is now $450,000.
While donations since July 1,
1969, have totaled slightly over
$500,000, $211,000 has been for unrestricted purposes. We anticipate
an additional $150,000 from combined development programs between now and June 30; but unless
we discover a major gift within the
next three months, it will be necessary to use $300,000 of reserve funds
to balance this year's budget.
After making all possible budget
reductions for next year, the operating budget for 1970-71 will be
$6,000,000. This will require total
gifts (unrestricted) of $500,000 next
year to balance the books.
Three years ago, student tuition
and fees comprised 49% of the total
income to the College. With the increase enacted this past September,
tuition and fees total 58% of
income.
While every effort was made to
defer an additional increase in tuition charges until September 1971,
we found no alternative to prevent
what would have been a dangerous
expense over income of $1,000,000
for 1970-71. Therefore, it was necessary for me to write to the parents
of our students a few weeks ago
to announce a tuition increase of
$390 and to explain as President
Smith did in 1799 the reasons. Unlike President Smith, I did not suggest that many of our students are
spending too much for barbers.
When the first president of Rollins, the Rev. Dr. E. P. Hooker, took
office in 1885, he observed the
following:
There were present two freshmen,

eight college preparatory students, three in the normal department, and more than thirty in the
training school. There were seven
faculty members, who also doubled in administrative roles. A
total of ten courses comprised the
curriculum and the total year's
cost for tuition, room and board
was $164. The unfinished loft over
White's store served as administration, chapel, library and recitation building. The first library
consisted of a well worn Bible and
a dictionary; physics and chemistry apparatus, a ruler and a thermometer. The first building
constructed on campus was Pinehurst, a cottage for young men, at
a total cost of $9,755.73, including
furniture.
As Rollins is observed 85 years
later, a number of changes have occurred. There are currently 1100 fulltime students from forty states and
twenty-one foreign countries. They
are of good academic quality,
almost equally divided from public
and private secondary schools. Fulltime enrollment will increase slowly
over the next few years to a maximum level of 1400. To continue to
improve the student body, we must
find increased funds for scholarship
assistance.
In addition, there are approximately 2,000 part-time students enrolled in undergraduate and graduate programs in the Rollins Central
Florida School for Continuing
Studies.
The College has a full-time teaching faculty of 75 members, dedicated
to teaching and personalized efforts
to encourage individual student development. To meet the anticipated
enrollment growth, ten to twelve
new faculty members must be
employed over the next three year
period. To accomplish this increase
and to attract and retain top quality
faculty, increased funds will be

Speaks

needed for improved salaries and
endowed professorships.
The Rollins curriculum includes
500-600 courses being offered each
academic year in the various disciplines comprising the Humanities,
Expressive Arts, Behavioral and Social Sciences, and the Natural Sciences. With an ongoing evaluation
of the curriculum, revisions will
continue to assure a meaningful and
hopefully an exciting learning experience. An interdisciplinary major
is being developed in Environmental
Studies and the Latin American Area
Studies program will continue to be
strengthened in upcoming months.
With seventy structures presently
located on 65 acres of campus,
Rollins enjoys one of the most
attractive and functional physical
plants to be found anywhere. With
the A. G. Bush Science Center, Roy
E. Crummer School of Finance and
Business Administration, EnyartAlumni Field House, and the soon
to be completed women's residence
hall, Rollins students benefit from
modern, up-dated facilities. There
are older structures, beyond repair,
still necessarily in use. They must
gradually be replaced and will require new funding. Present plans
anticipate three new structures in
the future, when major donors can
be attracted — a creative and expressive arts center — a communi-

cation arts center — a student
center with a swimming pool.
Currently the College maintains
150,000 volumes of library books in
the Mills Memorial Library, the
Crummer Business Library, and the
Bush Science Library. There is need
to update the collections annually
and to increase the useability of the
library services. Again funding
is required.
Realizing all of the stated needs
and fully aware of the increasing
competition from low cost public
higher education, I have great
confidence in the future of your
Alma Mater. It's potential is what
attracted me to a most challenging
position.
I have confidence in our students,
our alumni, our faculty and staff,
and in our institutional structure.
Rollins College, as I have studied
it intensively during the past eight
months, impresses me as being concerned with the important objectives of higher education. It has
been successful in focusing on important values and in structuring its
educational process to develop and
preserve those values. I am proud to
be a part of the College. I hope with
complete dedication and total
effort, and with desperately needed
financial and moral support—Rollins College will continue to grow
in its service to society.

Partners
in Progress
Reprinted with the permission of
Martin Marietta Corporation and
"Martin Marietta Today" magazine.
"Most things come a lot faster to
them that don't wait," an old philosopher once said. And Chancellor
Hugh McKean of Rollins College at
Winter Park, Florida, discovered
what that meant when he decided
"the time has come for us educators
to leave our hallowed halls and go
to the people."
It was in the mid-1950's. Rollins'
urge to become more meaningful to
its central Florida community coincided with a need for advanced education by thousands of employees,
many of them professional people,
staffing Martin Marietta's Orlando
division, then in its infancy.
The result produced an outstanding example of industry-academia
cooperation for mutual benefit.
For Martin Marietta, the gain has
been nearly 400 employees with
new degrees earned at Rollins and
hundreds of others expanding their
educational horizons.
For the college, the plus is a greatly
expanded educational institution.
When it began to think about enlarging its community role, Rollins
was a small, liberal arts college with
an enrollment of 646 undergraduates and a reputation as an educa-

tional haven where you could
intersperse study with four years of
swimming and tennis.
Rollins still produces good tennis
players, but it has earned the reputation of a sound, well-rounded academic center. Placid Lake Virginia
still reflects the old, original campus
charm of hanging moss and Spanish architecture. But remarkable
changes of substance have occurred.
The picturesque campus now
houses 1,104 resident undergraduates, and Rollins enrolls 1,300 more
students in evening courses. Many
are working at graduate levels in
management, business administration, commercial science, physics,
and mathematics, and as undergraduates in the humanities and social
sciences. Graduate degrees are
earned in business, physics, and
education.
Historically, the forerunner of
what has becomethe RollinsCollege
Central Florida School for Continuing Studies, and the three graduate
schools, was begun in 1951 as
"Operation Bootstrap." Shortly after
McKean became president, he proposed a program of evening courses
for credit, mainly for personnel of

the many nearby military installations. No degrees were offered.
Starting with six courses, the program had expanded to 20 courses by
1956 when the vanguard of Martin
Marietta personnel arrived. Enrollment at Rollins College began
to rise.
The college inaugurated its first
graduate program in business
(MBA) in 1957. Two years later,
graduate physics courses leading to
an MS were added, to be followed
in 1961 by graduate courses in education (MAT and ME). The degree of
Bachelor of General Studies (BGS)
was first offered in 1961 and has
since been earned by more than 800
part-time students.
Martin Marietta employees represent 28 per cent of the total evening
enrollment of more than 1,300 in
the undergraduate and three graduate programs at Rollins, including:
• 12 of the 18 graduate physics students
• 105 of the 332 in Business Administration
• 240 of the 932 evening undergraduates.
One Martin Marietta employee,
Bob Pew, who received his BGS in

y

Left - James C. Staples instructs a class
of Martin Marietta employee I students
in General Management, one of the many
courses offered for a graduate degree in
Business Administration.
Rigid - Rich in heritage. Rollins College
is Florida's oldest private college. Its
picturesque campus reflects the perfect
blending of old Spanish architecture and
Florida landscaping. Nearly UOO Martin
Marietta, employees have earned advanced degrees at Rollins.

'64 and his MBA in '66 from Rollins,
is now teaching in the graduate business program. In addition to Pew,
22 other Martin Marietta employees
are teaching at Rollins this term.
Typifying the determination of
some employees to further their education are Robert W. Moyer in
Business and Henry B. Drexler in
Physics.
Moyer is 42, married, and the
father of three children. He lives 45
miles across the state at Titusville,
Florida, where he is manager of engineering for Martin Marietta's test
operations at Cape Kennedy.
Moyer is taking business finance
at Rollins and needs three more
courses for his Master's degree in
Commercial Science. He faces at
least another 12 months of his
weekly 90-mile round-trip commute from Titusville to Rollins before he completes his studies.

Above - Dr. John Ross (seated), head
of Rollins' Department of Physics, uses
an oscilloscope to solve a laboratory
problem. Watching is Dr. Harry Bates,
a Martin Marietta engineer and Rollins adjunct professor, with two of his
physics students, Ben Drexler and Joe
Aebischer, who are Martin Marietta
employees.

The 36-year-old Drexler is an
electronics engineer with a B.S. in
physics from North Georgia College. He is working toward a Master
of Science Degree in Engineering
Physics.
His instructor is 30-year-old Harry
E. Bates, an adjunct professor, who

earned his Bachelor of Science degree at Auburn, his Master's at Rollins, and his Ph.D. at the University
of Florida. He is married, has one
child and is in his first year of evening teaching at Rollins. Dr. Bates
has been with Martin Marietta for
11 years and is doing nonlinear optics research.
There is no doubt in the Corporation's mind that much good has
come from this joining of two leaders in the central Florida community
— Martin Marietta in industry and
Rollins College in education. Between them they have provided the
opportunity for thousands of people
to expand their educations.
What does Rollins think of the
program ?
Dr. jack Critchfield, who assumed
the Rollins presidency last September when McKean became chancellor, feels a college never stands still.
"We think this program moved
Rollins forward. As more demands
are made on us by business, industry, and just day-to-day living,"
Critchfield added, "it is up to our
colleges and universities to offer the
courses and programs which our
students — and the people of the
community — want and need."

oohen commiCtee
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"It's an exciting, innovative program," one student agreed, "but
even the double-curved lines of an
hourglass represent a fixed form."

by EDWARD H. COHEN
Assistant Professor of English

Dr. Edivard H. Cohen, born in
Washington, D. C. earned his B.A.
degree at the University of Maryland in 1963, and his M.A. at the
University of Iowa in 1964-. He received his Ph.D. in English from
the University of Neiv Mexico. He
taught at Towson State College,
Maryland. Dr. Cohen is a member
of the Modern Language Association. He and his wife, Donna, have
two children.
He has had several articles
published, and in 1969 his book,
WORKS AND CRITICISMS OF
GERARD MAN LEY HOPKINS;
A COMPREHENSIVE BIBLIOGRAPHY ivas published by The
Catholic University of American
Press. Since joining the Rollins
faculty in 1967, he has won two
faculty research grants and an
H. H. Powers Foundation Grant.
8

For over a year now the curriculum
committee, chaired by Dr. Erich
Blossey, Associate Professor of
Chemistry, has endeavored to "take
the pulse" of Rollins' academic program. The committee, which includes twelve faculty members and
three students, has attempted to
determine from administrators, faculty, and students alike just how
well the "New Curriculum" is working. It is known that our seniors are
still being accepted by the graduate
programs of their choice and are
being offered positions in the nation's most prestigious industries
and corporations; it is known too
that our freshmen, sophomores,
and juniors are competing favorably in local, regional, and national
scholastic evaluations. But the committee wished to discern how effectively the curriculum innovations
of 1966 were working to improve
the individual student's learning experience here at Rollins College.
Generally, it was agreed by all
that the freshmen foundation
courses represent a most satisfactory departure from the tedious list
of "introductory" courses required
at most colleges and universities.
The lecture and small-discussiongroup format has enabled professors and students to establish a
meaningful rapport in sharing both
in the formal presentation of
polished papers and in informal,
analytical conversations. While the
social science and natural science
courses have encountered some
obstacles because of staffing problems, the eminently successful humanities foundation course has
served as a brilliant example of
the feasibility of pursuing interdisciplinary objectives in the liberal
arts program.
In addition, most departments of
the college felt that the programs
which they have developed for their

majors satisfy the requirements of
the graduate schools and the desires
even of those students who cannot
resist the temptation to "specialize". Our English department, for
example, was lauded last year when
the results of a national survey indicated that Rollins is one of the few
schools which has retained a sensible balance between traditional
requirements and electives in literature. In other cases, where more
sweeping changes were called for,
the judgment of the innovators has
also been proven wise: the behavioral science program — criticized by some students, in 1966,
when psychology, anthropology,
and sociology were merged into a
single major — has not lost its following, but rather has gained
support, so that today a large proportion of our undergraduates are
seeking degrees in these areas.
Accordingly, the curriculum committee agreed that the objectives of
the "New Curriculum" instituted in
1966 were both beneficial and feasible. Instead of attempting to overhaul the entire program, then we
determined to consider the problems which have arisen with a view
toward ironing out the "wrinkles."
The initial assumption was that
students needed desperately to be
allowed to take more courses so that
they might fulfill the requirements
of the areas of the major interest,
develop interdisciplinary knowledge in the true spirit of a liberal
arts program, and still have the freedom to "shop around," or elect
courses in a variety of areas. (In the
past three years, it may be recalled,
the normal course load for each student has been three courses in the
fall and spring terms and one course
in the back to back winter terms;
generally, then a student graduated
with a minimum of 32 courses).
Analyzing the results of reports
from individual offices on campus
and of a study of 20 small private
colleges selected for their accepted
excellence in the liberal arts — in-

eluding Amherst, Kenyon, Reed,
Swarthmore, and Williams — the
committee isolated three principal
areas of curriculum which have
proven to be most troublesome:
academic calendar, course credit,
curriculum flexibility.
Academic calendar: it was agreed
that one of the most meaningful aspects of the 1966 curriculum change
was the addition of the intensified
winter term program. Indeed, Rollins College was a pioneer in this
innovation which has suddenly
been adopted by a rapidly increasing number of small colleges across
the country. The experience of
many faculty and students indicated, however, that few directed
or independent studies could be developed satisfactorily in the four
weeks scheduled; in addition, it was
felt that the two winter terms placed
too much emphasis upon "unique"
studies at the expense of the solid
"meat and potatoes" courses offered during the fall and spring. The
Committee recommended, there-

fore, that the best of both possible
worlds be allowed to prevail; fall
and spring terms were strengthened
by expansion to fourteen weeks;
the winter term was strengthened
by the creation of a single study
period of five weeks. Under this
plan the fall and spring course may
conform more readily to the offerings of the "semester" schools, and
the winter term can be used more
effectively for overseas study programs and for the development of
on-campus research projects.
Course credit: in the recent past,
all fall and spring term courses have
been meeting four or five days a
week and have been "worth" six
credits. But some of these courses,
unfortunately, have not been altered sufficiently to warrant the six
credits assigned; and because they
were given over a period of only
twelve weeks, they have not been
easily adapted to fit textbooks which
are designed for semester-length
courses. The curriculum committee
decided, therefore, to recommend

PROFILE OF GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS:

Foundation courses:
humanities
social sciences
natural sciences
directed study
directed study
Major courses:
10 courses
senior departmental
course
independent study

)
)
)

(fall and spring terms, freshman year)
(winter term, freshman year)
(winter term, sophomore year)

(fall term, senior year)
(winter term, senior year)

Other requirements:
foreign language: 1-3 courses, if required
English composition: 1 course, if required
senior interdisciplinary course
physical education: 4 courses
Electives:
11-15 courses

the abolishment of the credit system
in favor of an innovative "course"
system; a student is required to
complete thirty-six courses for graduation; normally, he will take four
courses in the fall and spring terms
and one project during the single
winter term.
Curriculum flexibility: because
many students were encountering
difficulties in satisfying the requirement that each graduate complete
equal numbers of courses in foundation programs (including freshman
and senior interdisciplinary courses
and foreign languages), majors, and
major-related electives, the committee recommended certain proposals designed to guarantee
flexibility in selection and scheduling of courses. It was decided that
all classes will meet for fifty minutes,
four days a week. Each department
was asked to limit its major requirements to a norm of twelve courses.
The language department agreed to
offer its service program in French,
Spanish, German, and Russian in
three-course sequences (rather than
four). And the elective program was
defined as "unrestrictive." Furthermore, to enhance each student's
opportunity to take exploratory
courses in fields outside his major
and even outside his general area
of study, a limited pass-fail grading
system was initiated, so that any student may exercise his option to elect
a maximum of four unrequired
courses on a pass-fail basis.

A cartoon which appeared recently
outside a faculty member's office
portrayed a once-buxom lass lamenting: "I used to have an hourglass figure ... but the sand shifted."
In a sense, this seems to represent
the current status of Rollins' own
curricular figure; but the committee
sees no cause for lament. Indeed,
most of us here on campus are ever
mindful of the need for constant revaluation and of the positive advantages of deliberate and progressive
change.

CHANCELLOR HONORED BY TRUSTEES
Honoring Hugh F. McKean for his years of service to the college
since 1951, the trustees cited his many accomplishments during
those years and concluded with a resolution which reads in part:
"BE IT HEREBY RESOLVED that we the Trustees of Rollins College
upon the occasion of the elevation of this distinguished officer,
Hugh Ferguson McKean, from the Presidency to the Chancellorship of the College on September 1, 1969, do hereby record our
wholehearted approval and deep appreciation for his excellent services to Rollins College, which services go far beyond the call of
duty and far exceed those services which can be measured in
dollars and cents, because among his contributions through almost
twenty years of unselfish effort, he brought forthrightness and integrity to the administration; higher academic standards to the
faculty and student body; a sense of loyalty and genuine interest in
cultural and education accomplishment and scholastic aspiration to
the students; and inspiration to the trustees and all concerned."

Harland Cleveland Hon. '56, was
inaugurated as President of the
University of Hawaii recently.
Ambassador Cleveland is the
son of the late
Dean of
Women, Mrs. Stanley Cleveland,
and father of Zoe Cleveland '64.

FOUNDERS WEEK
Highlights of the Founders Week activities in February included
guest speakers Warren C. Hume '39, Senior Vice President of IBM
and U. S. Senate Minority Whip Robert P. Griffin. Hume's talk covered the so-called "generation gap," which in his opinion, is more
apparent than real; the technological changes that have created
generational conflict; and how this creative conflict could bring
about efforts to make this planet into a more healthy and peaceful
environment for all. The topic of Senator Griffin's speech was the
timely "Environmental Problems."

MISTEROGERS NAMED OUTSTANDING ALUMNUS
Fred McFeely Rogers, class of 1951, was selected by an anonymous committee to be the recipient of the "Outstanding Alumnus of
the Year 1970" award, "for his contributions to the education and
communications media by creating the excitement of learning among
the children of Misterogers Neighborhood."

PELICAN BEACH HOUSE SOLD
President Critchfield has announced that the Pelican Beach House
at New Smyrna Beach, Florida, has been sold by action of the
officers of the college and approval of the Board of Trustees. The
beach house, familiar to many Alumni, has been in need of a great
deal of renovation, and it was felt that the costs of maintaining the
building were not justified. The proceeds from the sale of the property will be used to meet current operating costs of the College and
proposed capital improvements on the campus.

EARTH DAY AT ROLLINS
Four experts keynoted panels devoted to environmental problemsi
when Rollins College sponsored a two-day Earth Day seminar, as a
part of the National Environmental Day, proclaimed to call the nation's attention to the dangers of continued exploitation of and
disregard for our natural resources. The panel programs took place
April 21-22, with Tuesday's panel summarized by Ben Aycrigg '49
and Wednesday's by President Critchfield. Each panel consisted of
an outstanding corporate figure; interested qualified laymen; one
or two Rollins College faculty members; and a Rollins student
whose interest and background related to the specific panel.

ROLLINS
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MAYOR COMMENDS ROLLINS
fcw.V

Mayor Dan Hunter of Winter Park, commended Rollins College Students and Dr. David Richard of the Biology Department for a survey
made by them last year. They charted the depths and bottoms of
Lakes Virginia, Maitland and Osceola, the first time it had been
done in the City's history. Hunter stated that this was data that has
been much needed in the past and will be extremely helpful in
the future.

LAYNG NAMED DANFORTH FELLOW
IE A I,I MM OF ROLLINS COLLEGE
*_ -fc*—,—^.
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Anthony T. Layng '58, Assistant Professor of Anthropology at Rollins
College has received a coveted Danforth Foundation Post-Graduate
Black Studies Fellowship for 1970-71. He is one of 25 Fellows
named by the Danforth Foundation for this second year of Black
Studies. Professor Layng authored the article "Black Students at
Rollins" in the February issue of the ALUMNI RECORD.
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DR. STONE ELECTED PROFESSOR EMERITUS
Chancellor Hugh F. McKean, Chairman of the Rollins College Board
of Trustees, announced recently the election of Dr. Wendell C.
Stone as Professor Emeritus. During his 37 years with Rollins, Dr.
Stone has served as associate professor, professor, Dean of the
Faculty, and, from 1943 to 1952, as Dean of the College, in addition
to continuing with his Philosophy courses.

COMMENCEMENT/1970
Commencement, May 29, was held for the first time in the EnyartAlumni Field House. The commencement address was made by
President Jack B. Critchfield, at the request of the 200 graduating
Seniors and the 24 graduating MBA's.
Edwin Phillips Granberry was presented as a candidate for the
Rollins Decoration of Honor, and Wendell Cornell Stone was presented as a candidate for the Hamilton Holt Medal. Both Dr. Stone
and Dr. Granberry will retire from the faculty this year.

tar.
topics...

STANDARD OIL EXEC VISITS ROLLINS
Dr. Thomas M. Powell '36, Vice President of the Standard Oil Company of California, visited the Rollins campus recently where he
addressed a group of Crummer School students.

LIBRARY GIFT GRATEFULLY RECEIVED
A gift of $50,000, in memory of the late Kathryn Abbey Hanna, wife
of Dr. A. J. Hanna, has been made by Mrs. Alfred I. DuPont to the
Rollins College Library.

WALL STREET JOURNAL NEWS ITEM
An item in the January 29, 1970, WALL STREET JOURNAL reads as
follows: Some 25 Rollins College graduate business students fly to
Europe Saturday to meet with trade, diplomatic officials and overseas executives of major U. S. companies. The required jaunt is
aimed at helping them "enter the international sphere with an
intelligent grasp and sophisticated sensitivity."

ROLLINS ALUMNI WIN NATIONAL AWARD
The American Alumni Council, on May 14, advised President Critchfield and Alumni Director Walt Hundley in a letter as follows: "It
gives me great pleasure to inform you that in the 1970 Alumni Giving
Incentive Awards Competition, Rollins College has won Honorable
Mention in improvement ... we will forward a certificate and check
(from the U. S. Steel Foundation) for $250.00."

NEW OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
At the April 4, 1970, annual meeting of the Rollins College Alumni
Association five new members of the board of directors were recognized, and officers for the 1970/71 fiscal year were elected. Succeeding Judge George C. Young '38 as president is B. T. Heineman
'64, MBA '67; President-elect and 1st vice president is Robert
Lorenzen '58; 2nd vice president Robert O. Harland '50; Treasurer
Dennis N. Folken '56 and secretary Ann M. Hicks MAT '68. Elected
to the board for three year terms were: Dennis N. Folken '56, Robert
O. Harland '50, Ann M. Hicks MAT '68, Frank D. Hutsell '55 and
David H. Lord '69. Bernard R. Bralove '35 of Washington, D. C. was
elected Alumni Trustee for a three-year-term succeeding John G.
McKay '37 of Miami, Florida.

FINAL WINTER/SPRING SPORTS RESULTS
SPORT

WON

LOST

TIED

Men's Tennis

18

2

1

Golf

10

5

0

Basketball

16

9

0

Soccer

10

1

2

2

3

0

Crew
Baseball

21

13

0

ROLLINS SPEAKERS WIN FIRST PLACE
A group from the Rollins Speakers Bureau captured the first place
trophy at the University of Miami recently in the 1970 Southern Invitational Model United Nations sponsored by the University of
Miami. They also received a certificate of excellence as one of the
top five teams chosen from among 72 schools participating in the
Mid-South Model United Nations in Washington, D. C.

NEW CLOVERLEAF DORM SHAPES UP
Construction on the New Cloverleaf Women's Dormitory on the
Rollins College campus is expected to be completed by September
1. The four story V-shaped Mediterranean-style structure will provide housing for 200 Rollins co-eds.
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LEFT to RIGHT; TOP to BOTTOM:
OPPOSITE PAGE —
Alumni art exhibit in Bush Science Center during
Alumni Reunion.
TWA helium balloon greeted Alumni on arrival for
banquet.
Virginia Sands Casey '64, one of eighteen Alumnae
models in TWA International Fashion Show at banquet.
Record crowd of over 400 attended the Luau in
the Enyart-Alumni Field House.
A spectacular fireworks display, put on by the student body, concluded activities on the campus on
Friday.
Past President Ben Aycrigg '49 filled his plate at
the Reunion banquet.
THIS PAGE —
DeWitt Taylor '20, accepted Alumni chair from Chancellor McKean on occasion of his 50th Anniversary.
Board Secretary Cathy Coleman '38, received extra
leis at entrance to Luau.
Alumni Director Walt Hundley presented Alumni
rocker to Carol Wilson 70, Chi Omega Sorority, for
assistance with Luau.
Seventy-two-year-old Fleet Peeples performed his
famous "fire dive" following the Luau.
Chancellor McKean greeted Robert Weesner '85, son
of Darlene Dicks Weesner '57.
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LEFT to RIGHT; TOP to BOTTOM:
Water-ski coach Ken Hillier performed dangerous kite skiing on Lake Virginia
following President's luncheon.
Patricia Ward Harland '45, received 25th Anniversary Gift from Chancellor McKean.
Ice carving of wings and world at "Up, Up and Away" Reunion banquet.
Alumni Association President George C. Young '38, accepted outgoing President's
award from Alumni Director Walt Hundley.
Mat Ely, Jr., '40 and Bill Koch '49 accepted tennis tourney awards.
Over 300 Alumni listened to Dr. Critchfield speak at the Alumni Reunion banquet.

1924

news
of the
cl

DOROTHY DARROW is part-time librarian in a girl's academy and also assists in "Recordings for the Blind" studios
at the University of Miami.
KATHARINE BARNES SLOAN is extended sympathy in the
death of her husband, A. MAXWELL 23, on 10/5/69.
HELEN WATERHOUSE retired in December as librarian at
the Maitland (Fla.) Public Library. She hopes to travel a
bit, garden a bit, and just enjoy her leisure.
MARRIAGES
DONALD I. KNOWLES to Virginia Yowell Blackford, November 22, 1969.

1926
Mrs. P. A. Libby (IMOGENE CLARK) has made California
her home for 46 years. She and her husband took a trip
to West Pakistan where their two sons and a grandson live.
She is a busy gardener, with one acre of flowers, fruits,
and Macadamian nut trees. She says, "You might call me
a 'nut picker-upper' these days and good exercise for a
senior citizen."

1927
Eleven members of the Class of 1927 attended the Alumni
Reunion. They all reported a thoroughly enjoyable time.
Among the group was LUCILLE KINGSLEY Huff, who won
the award for coming the greatest distance, all the way
from Portland, Oregon.

PIONEERS
Mrs. Earnest B. Gaylord (EMMA DREYER 02), the oldest
living Rollins alumna and author of "Life in Florida Since
1886," held an autograph party at the Alumni House in
December. Her book, which has just been published by
Hurricane House, details pioneer life in Florida. It is her
eye witness account of her experiences from the time she
arrived at the west coast village of Thonotasassa as a child
of 6 in 1886. She includes remembrances of life in Tampa
and at Rollins Academy and College. Anyone wishing to
obtain a copy of this book may do so by writing the College
Book Store at Rollins College, enclosing a check for $5.95,
plus 500 for state tax and handling charges.
Arrangements for the event were handled by DR. FLORENCE
STONE 19, Chairman of the Rollins Pioneer Alumni.
Alumni friends of THE REV. DR. FRED P. ENSMINGER have
contributed a full Book-A-Year Memorial and gifts have
been received toward a second memorial.

1929
JAMES E. BARTLETT, as Minister of Stewardship for the
Methodist Dept. of Finance for the past eight years, has
raised $12,000,000 in financial crusades, helping churches
from Florida to Alaska build or pay for what they have
built. He is reducing his work now to a part-time basis,
aiming towards retirement. JIM and his wife Ruth have
a summer place at Lake Junaluska, N. C, and a winter
apartment at St. Petersburg, Florida.
The daughter of RODMAN and KATHARINE LEWIS LEHMAN
'27 completed requirements for her degree in December
at Western Carolina University. Gail has taken a teaching
position in the East Franklin School (N.C.). Their son,
Lewis, is with Southern Bell Telephone Company at Cape
Kennedy.
Mrs. Albert A. Green (MARY HANSEN) was recently elected
State Treasurer of the Florida State Society - Daughters of
the American Revolution.

1930
Mrs. Demos Mandis (MARGARET WOODRUFF) is extended
sympathy on the death of her husband December 15, 1969.

1917
DR. A. J. HANNA has donated a gift toward a Book-A-Year
Memorial for LEON D. LEWIS '17, who was Business
Manager of the first TOMOKAN ever published.

1918
SARA YANCEY BELKNAP is secretary of health maintenance for the Cathedral Foundation of Jacksonville, Inc.
DR. LESLIE L. HANAWALT retired in 1968 from the faculty
of Wayne State University after working in colleges for 46
years as teacher, administrator and official Historian. He
has donated a copy of his book A PLACE OF LIGHT, the
history of Wayne State, to the Rollins College Library in
honor of DR. FRED HANNA.

1919
MRS. THOMAS ROYAL (GERTRUDE HALL) spent the Christmas holidays with her daughter, Ann, and family in Loudonville, N. Y., and encountered the worst blizzard since
1888. She stayed on for two more weeks with the grandchildren while the parents visited in Switzerland.

1921
MR. and MRS. A. SMITH FLETCHER (MARIAN RICKARD
'24) travel a lot since SMITH retired in 1962. They have
spent several winters in Winter Park, but this year they
wintered in Brownsville, Tex. On hand to help celebrate
SMITH'S 70th birthday in December, was his brother,
C NORMAN FLETCHER '20.
ROBERT H. GALT has retired after 38 years of Public Health
Bacteriology service.
Mrs. Shirley Guard (HESTER BEDINGER) writes that after
leaving Rollins she transferred to Asbury College and
following graduation taught in Ohio for 10 years. She is
now a widow, with 1 son and a 12-year-old grandson.

1923
A contribution toward a Book-A-Year Memorial for A.
MAXWELL SLOAN has been made by J. SHERWOOD FOLEY
15, Rollins Academy.

Those of you who did not attend the 40th Anniversary
celebration sure did miss a good time! We appreciated
hearing from some who could not come.
BARBARA GRAHAM got her family thru the flu and then
had it herself, so had to stay at home.
LUKE MOSELY said he was coming, but did not make it.
Guess his insurance business kept him, or maybe one of
his eight grandchildren; or maybe his 92-year-old grandmother. His son is in the ministry, as are the husbands
of his two daughters.
A trip to Europe this spring kept FLORA FUREN CARMICHAEL away from Rollins. Helping to train good teachers
prevented RUTH ELLSWORTH from leaving Detroit.
SARAH HUEY LEWIS has been working in the Southern History and Literature Department of the Birmingham Public
Library since selling her furniture business. Both her sons
are now married and she is in the doting grandmother
class with one granddaughter.
Real estate business has claimed MARGARET BROWN
WOORE, along with her grandchildren.
MAZZIE WILSON was in Russia last summer, participating
in a language seminar. And she was in California at the
time of the Reunion, attending the meeting of the National
Association of Women Deans and Counselors. She does
get around!
We kept a lookout for CLEMENTINE HALL KASTENDIECK
and BOB BONEY — but we missed them.
VERNA MAXON BALLENTINE has just taken over as the
Acting Personnel Director in addition to her duties as Coordinator of Children's Services of the Oakland Public
Library. She and her husband were in Florida to see the
launching of Apollo 11, and they are spending weekends
at their mountain ranch building a retirement home.
LOUISE HILL MOORE planned to be here for the Reunion
but lost her mother just at that time. We are sorry and
extend our sympathy to her and family.
DOT DAVIS MORGAN also lost her mother just prior to our
celebration, and to her we send our sympathy, too.
Re-reading an earlier letter from CLEMENTINE HALL
KASTENDIECK, we realize she was just dreaming of having
time to return to Rollins! She is vice president of the
Auxiliary of the Brooklyn Botanic Garden, Chairman of the
Board of the Brooklyn Music School, program chairman of
the Heights Garden Club, active in the Brooklyn Kindergarten Society and the Academy of Music, and concerned
with the care of two very elderly relatives. Her children
are away from home: one son a Navy Ensign, the other in
VISTA; and the daughter is struggling to get a place in
the masculine-oriented world of theater as a director. Her

husband still writes a music column for the Christian Science Monitor, as well as being head of the English Dept.
at Poly.
The following is an excerpt of an introduction given HARRISON COBB at a mining convention: "Today he supplies
fieldstone which grace commercial and residential buildings
from Grand Junction to Topeka. He prospects for, and supplies more than one hundred fifty varieties of meteorological
specimen materials, which find their way into collections,
schools and laboratories throughout the land." Sounds like
he too is busy.
Another busy class member is BUDDY EBSEN. He spends
about six months a year on his TV series, and the rest
of the time sailing, writing and building a dune buggy
with his ten-year-old son. Last summer he won the Isle
of Wight boat race, including 450 boats, one belonging to
Prince Phillip. He is also in the boat building business,
the Polynesian Concept Inc., one boat by that name was
a catamaran, with two hulls and 37 feet long.
ASA JENNINGS still travels to the Near East quite frequently — he is involved in the oil pipeline being extended
from the oil fields to the Russian border.
MARY CHASE MORRISON has lived in the Philadelphia
area ever since her marriage in 1933. Her two sons are
both lawyers and have provided her with five grandchildren.
Her daughter is teaching music in Boston. Mary has kept
busy on the outside in leading Gospel Study groups in her
church and at a Quaker adult center for study and contemplation. She has been contributing editor for ten years
of The Episcopalian, and has had a book published, "Jesus,
Man and Master."
JOHN ARMSTRONG sent no news of himself, but did send
warmest greetings to all.
Our foreign contingent has not been silent either. BOHUSLAV GLOS is now retired altho gives lectures at the
University of Prague, and is with the School of Business
Administration. He is giving lectures on economic planning to students from Africa, Asia and South America —
in English. His wife is also a retired teacher and is devoting her time to painting, mostly landscapes, which have
a good market.
GOTTFRIED DINZL has been appointed head of department
with the Ministry of Commerce in Austria — he is an
expert on the textile industry. He turned down an opportunity to go to Uganda last summer because he felt it
more important to tutor his 15-year-old son for the final
examinations. The winter blizzards and tremendous snowfall in Vienna turned GOTTFRIED'S thoughts to his year
at Rollins in sunny Florida!
PETER BERGER is still teaching English in high school.
One daughter is in Geneva, one in Berlin, and the other
training in a hospital.
Congratulations and best wishes go to CHET IHRIG and
GLADYS MORTON on their recent marriage. We were counting on CHET to make the presentation to HUGH McKEAN,
but he didn't show. Maybe he will be here next time —
we hope!

1931
JOHN W. REID recently retired as Director of the Family
Service Center of Kalamazoo, Michigan.
MATHILDE MIZENER Andrews is extended sympathy in the
death of her husband. Judge Charles O. Andrews, Jr.,
September 22, 1969.

1933
Mrs. Leslie A. Moffett (LOIS HAHN) has donated a gift
toward a Book-A-Year memorial for her sister, MRS. ETHEL
HAHN Comfort '30.
Mrs. Henry M. Douglass (THELMA VAN BUSKIRK) and her
husband attended the Octoberfest in Munich, Germany, this
past fall. They also spent some time in Berlin and in
Lucerne and Lugano, Switzerland.
Mrs. Albert E. Mills (LAURA WINDSOR) is completing her
second year as State Drama Chairman for the New Jersey
State Federation of Women's Clubs.
THOMAS WILLIAM MILLER. JR., President of AmericanSouthern Corp., has been elected to the Board of Directors
of The First National Bank at Orlando, Florida. MILLER,
recently returned to Winter Park, Florida, after serving as
Chairman of the Board and President of the Faultless
Rubber Co., which was merged into Abbott Laboratories, a
large pharmaceutical company in Chicago. He presently
serves as a consultant to Abbott Laboratories.
Mrs. Richard W. Seabury, Jr. (LOUISE BRETT) and her
husband spent last summer cruising in European waters on
their own boat, which was shipped over on a freighter.
They visited France, Italy and Malta. They plan to return to
the Mediterranean to cruise the Greek Islands next summer
and the Dalmatian coast in the autumn.
In February, WATT P. MARCHMAN, Director of the Rutherford B. Hayes Library and Museum in Fremont, Ohio,
received a letter from President Nixon congratulating him
on his recent selection by the Ohio Academy of History to
receive its Award for Historical Achievement.

1934
Mr. and Mrs. Philip B. Roberts (ELEANOR WILCOX '34)
spent February and March at their travel-trailer lot at
Holiday Out in Jensen Beach, Florida.
SALLY F. EASTWOOD retired December 31, 1969 as Assistant Librarian in the Maitland, Florida, Public Library, after
having served in that capacity for eight years.
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JOHN E. SUTHERLAND and his wife are currently planning
a six-week camping trip in Portugual and Spain.
OLCOTT DEMING has retired from the Foreign Service and
now runs the Foreign Student Service Council in Washington,
D. C. Mrs. Deming is the former LOUISE MACPHERSON '37.
Mrs. A. Reynolds Morse (ELEANOR REESE) is president of
the Mai son Franca ise de Cleveland. She translated from
French a book called "Dali de Draeger" and is now working
on another book translation in collaboration with Dali.
ELEANOR will receive her M.A. in French from Case Western
Reserve University this year.
After 33 years in the field of music EVERETT L. ROBERTS
has gone into school administration and for the past two
years has been Assistant Principal and Dean of Boys at
St. Petersburg High School. He is continuing to serve as
adjudicator for band contests in Florida as well as ones
from out of the state.

1936
Mrs. Robert C. Brown (SALLY STEARNS) and her family are
enjoying their second year in Pago Pago, American Samoa.
However, they plan to return home to Peterborough, N. H.t
this summer.
PAUL NEY is now manager of Anaconda Metal Hose Corp. in
Waterbury, Conn.
REGINALD CLOUGH has been named Executive Vice President of American Education Publications, a Xerox company,
as of January 1, 1970. He will direct the Middletown operations, which includes editorial functions, publishing,
marketing, promotion, personnel and support services.
Mrs. John G. Hall (KATHARINE WINCHESTER) is Executive
Secretary and Office Manager to Deacon, Brickley and
Hickok, Attorneys-at-Law in St. Petersburg, Florida. She is
also active in the National Pan Hellenic Assn., the Phi Mu
Alumnae chapter and is Vice President of the Carreno Music
Club (American Federation of Music Clubs.)
Mrs. Robert G. Neumann (MARLEN ELDRIDGE) has been
elected a Member-at-Large of the newly formed Afghan
Society for the Rehabilitation of the Physically Handicapped.
This organization has sent three young Afghan men to
Teheran, Iran, for training and are planning within 2 years
to open the first workshop in Afghanistan to help crippled
children and adults. Her husband has been reappointed
Ambassador to Afghanistan.
In January VICTORIA G. PEIRCE made an industrial training
film for A. T. & T. in New York City. In July she hopes to
return to her Social Directress work on ships.

1938
Mrs. Horace E. Allen (RUTH E. MELCHER) is second violinist for the Esterhazy String Quartet in Residence at the
University of Missouri-Columbia.

1939
Mrs. Robert W. Parker (PEGGY WHITELEY) is the editorial
assistant at the Association for Childhood Education International. She was formerly information specialist at the
same association.
WARREN C. HUME, Senior Vice President of IBM, received
the degree of Doctor of Laws, Honoris Causa from Rollins,
during Founders' Week activities in February.

1940
Mrs. John J. McMahon, Jr. (DOROTHY BRYN) of "Black
Acres," Plainfield, Mass., writes that she enjoys "country
living right to the hilt. It certainly beats suburbia on every
count." Their oldest son, after four years in the Navy, is a
Junior at Hiram Scott College. Daughter, Susan, is a Senior
at St. Lawrence University, N.Y. DOROTHY was to be in
Florida in April to help her parents move down from Virginia.
Mrs. S. L. Skinner, Jr. (SARAH SMITH) has two boys and
two girls, and a husband who is a Pediatrician. Of their
activities she writes, "We ski, backpack, sail — and cruise
these beautiful waters, surrounded by mountains." (Mercer
Island, Wash.). They plan to take a sabbatical in another
country in 1971.
Mr. and Mrs. Fritz R. Bliven (ANN MITCHELL) have contributed a gift towards memorials already established for
her parents.
Mrs. Robert W. Feller (DOLLY WINTHER) received her
master's in interior decorating this past fall.
GEORGE KROUSE is living in New Zealand where he is
Senior Engineer's (Civil Engineering) Assistant in the New
Zealand Government Railways.
For the past 6 years Mrs. John G. Ariko (GINNI STAPLES)
has been working in a travel agency. She has been active
in the Orlando Day Nursery for nearly 19 years and the
Mental Health Association for 8 years.
JOSEPH D. JOHNSON'S son, Todd, has recently joined
JOE'S firm, JOSEPH D. JOHNSON & CO., an insurance
agency.

1941
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas B. Hooker's (CHARLOTTE STOUT)
daughter, Marian, is a senior at Rollins this year and
winner of an Algernon Sydney Sullivan award.
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CHAPPIE LAWTON is now associated with Joseph D. Johnson
& Co., an insurance agency in Orlando.
WILLIAM G. COE is still involved in choral work and sings
in the College of San Mateo Community Chorus as well as
the church choir.
WARREN and CAROLYN (LEWIS) SIDDALL'S daughters are
both married. Their son, Chuck, is a sophomore at the
University of Miami, Florida.
MARRIAGES
DR. DONALD J. CRAM to Jane L. Maxwell, November 25,

1969.

1942
JOHN LIBERMAN is the Massachusetts Teachers Association
Regional Field Representative and has recently been
appointed Chairman of the Science Department at Sharon
High School.

1943
HANK and KATHY (GAGE) MINOR '48 live in Wyoming, N.Y.
Their daughter, Kerry, is married to Carlton G. Lindsay;
daughter Sally is teaching in Denver and son Hank is
attending Duke University where he has pledged Phi Delt.

1944
Naomi F. MacCaughelty (NAOMI FERGUSON) is with the
Business and Finance Department-Accounting with Duke
University. She is soloist with the First Presbyterian Church
and is active with the Civic Choral Society and local Allied
Arts Gilbert and Sullivan Group. Her older son, Cameron,
is a doctor (MD) with the Medical Center at the University
of California and her younger son, Robert Jay, is a psychology major in his senior year at Duke.
Mrs. Philip D. Mathews (MARJORIE COFFIN) is still with
the California Nurses' Assn.
David Heidt, son of Mrs. Henry A. Heidt (NANCY SCHOONMAKER) is a junior at Rollins this year and was selected
for All-South Conference in soccer.

1945
Mrs. John Korewick (GRACE SEBREE) is extended sympathy
in the death of her mother.
ROBERT HAGNAUER is Resident Engineer of Hahnemann
Medical College and Hospital of Philadelphia. He has a
daughter attending the University of Boston and another at
Radcliffe. Two more daughters and a son are at home.
Mr. and Mrs. Martin J. Galbraith (JUDITH SUTHERLAND)
spent the winter at North Key Largo, Fla., on board their
new boat, "Sea Gal."
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Sinclair (MARGARET WELSH) are happy
to be settled at last — after 10 moves in 20 years, while
in the service. They are making their home in Bermuda. A
recent visitor was Mrs. Robert Addie (PAULINE BETZ '43)
on a yearly visit as a competitor in a bridge tournament.
Mr. and Mrs. KERMIT DELL (MARY J. BRALY '48) are living
in Delray Beach, Florida. Their two daughters are married
and the DELL's have two grandchildren.

1946
JOHN POWELL, Associate Professor of Music, Douglass
College, Rutgers University, was honored this year by being
asked to join the American Academy of Teachers of Singing
in New York City. He was to speak and sing at the convention of Music Teachers National Association in Miami during
April. His wife, DAPHNE (TAKACH '42) is teaching more at
Douglass College this year, adding sight-singing and eartraining classes.
Mrs. HARTLAND J. A. BENNETT (PATRICIA THOMPSON) is
working on her M.Litt. degree (30 hours beyond M.A.) at
Bread Loaf School of English, Middlebury College, Vt., in
the summers while teaching at Daytona Beach Junior College
during the school year. Her husband, HARTLAND, is a 1950
graduate of Rollins.

1947
Elizabeth Aberman (LIZ CHIDESTER) is part-time office
secretary for the War Resisters' League. She has two daughters, ages 14 and 17.

1949
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas C. Russman (VIRGINIA PHIPPS) have
moved from Louisville to Ft. Thomas, Ky. VIRGINIA is
Director of the Kenton Campbell Adult Activity Center for
the Handicapped and her husband is Product Manager for
Hewitt-Robins, Inc., Division of Litton Industries. Their 2
daughters are Susan, 18, and Karen, 15. VIRGINIA received
an M.E. degree from the University of Louisville in '68.
ROBERT S. POLLARD has been elected President of the
Central Florida Chapter of the Sons of the American
Revolution for 1970.
CARLETON C. EMERY is a senior systems engineer with
Pan American World Airways.

1950
THOMAS E. MULLEN is in his second year as Dean of the
College at Wake Forest.

Mrs. Embree J. Pearson (MARILYN MECKSTROTH) has gone
back to school as a full-time student at Florida Technological University.
Lt. Col. GEORGE W. JOHNSON has been transferred to Cigli
Air Base, Turkey, where he is Deputy Base Commander His
wife, NANCY (NEIDE), and three of their four children will
join him in July.
PETE AND ALICE (O'NEAL) DYE are now living in Delray
Beach, Fla. nine months of the year.
MARCIA MULHOLLAND Shannon has been a programmer
analyst for the past two and one-half years with National
Cash Register in Toledo.
ROBERT E. McMANIGLE took an early retirement two and a
half years ago from Smith, Kline and French in Philadelphia
and has been doing free lance management consulting.
JIM LISTER and his wife and three children are living in
Raleigh, N. C, where Jim is in the electro-plating business.
HANK GOOCH has just received his M.A. in Sociology and
is planning to work toward his Ph.D.
Mrs. Thomas E. Moore (ALLISON HENNIG) is now living in
Colorado Springs after having spent 3 years in Alaska. Her
husband, Maj. Gen. Thomas E. Moore, climaxed a 37-year
career by receiving the Distinguished Service Medal for duty
in Alaska and the Meritorious Service Medal for hurricane
relief after Hurricane Camille.
Mrs. Ernest R. Anthis, Jr. (MARTHA ROWSEY) is living in
Muskogee, Oklahoma, where she is a member of the Muskogee Library Board and the Board of Murrow Indian Children's
Home. She is also co-chairman of the Accessions Committee
of the Five Civilized Tribes Museum and is active in the
Golf and Tennis Association.
BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. JOEL DAMES (ARLENE HOLUB '49) a son
Shale Anthony, October 10, 1969.

1951
WILLIAM R. GORDON is currently Director of Extended
Services at Seminole Junior College, Sanford, Fla. He is
also Assistant to the President for Public Information and
Assistant to the Dean of Instruction for Evening Studies
and Community Services.
Mr. and Mrs. George M. Bellan, Jr. (RIMA SHAW) have a
cabinet shop in Sarasota, Florida. RIMA says that she really
enjoys her work there
draftswoman and kitchen
designer.
Mrs. Don T. Morrison (JEANNINE ROMER) served as adjudicator for the National Guild of Piano Teachers annual
spring auditions in McMinnville, Tenn.
MARNEE NORRIS received her Ph.D. in history from the
University of Maryland in January and has returned to her
job as head of the history department at St. Agnes School.
Her team won 1st place in the 7th North American Invitational Model United Nations, sponsored by Georgetown
University in February,

1952
MRS. RICHARD A. ELLIOT (JEAN WISELOGEL) was featured
in a newspaper article of the Wheaton, III., JOURNAL
concerning her spearheading the establishment of an outlet
shop for craft items by local artisans. This was a church
project, with JEAN and other women of her church transforming an old garage on the edge of the church grounds
to house their shop. JEAN does many types of handcraft
herself and has provided the shop with many of her own
art objects, including painted plaster figures, needlework,
and wood carvings. Her daughters, Cathy and Alex, have
inherited artistic tendencies and many of their home decorations are contributions from the whole family. "DICK" is
associated with the Leo Burnett Co., advertising agency.
Mr. and Mrs. DONALD R. WORK (IRIS FRYE '54) are now
living in Raleigh, N. C, where Don is a food broker.
MRS. J. MAX GRULKE (PATRICIA ROBERTS) has been listed
in "Who's Who of American Women" and "Who's Who in
the East" and is on the National Committee for Support of
Public Education. PAT is married to MAX GRULKE '51.
Mrs. Leonard Aucoin (ARDATH NORCROSS) and her family
have recently moved from North West Florida to Barbers
Point, Oahu, Hawaii, where her husband is a Navy pilot.
They took a month's leave, traveling across the U.S. in a
VW camper, and finally sailed on the Lurline out of San
Francisco.
"Gardening in the Federal District" published by the
Mexico City Garden Club was edited by Mrs. T. Patrick
Honey (ALYS OGLESBY).
Mrs. Robert H. Thomson (BOBBIE DOERR) won the Class A
Golf Championship at the Navesink Country Club.
Mrs. Norman D. Ronemus (SARA NEWTON), Fresno, Calif.,
has been working with Phi Mu Alumni and City Panhellenic
on a program for teenagers called "Teens Terrific."
BIRTHS
MR. and MRS. TIMOTHY H. LOFTON, a daughter, Melissa
Elizabeth, September 18, 1969.

1953
ALBERT CHUBB, Vice President of Commercial Bank, Winter
Park, received a permanent gold credit card from the Central
Florida Blood Bank entitling him or his dependents to any
blood requirements the rest of his life. ALBERT is on the
blood bank's board of directors and is a six-gallon donor
to the bank. His family has donated in excess of 150 pints.

Mrs Walter H. Sundberg ("TALI" MERR1TT) is teaching
educationally handicapped senior high children at Novato
High School in Novato, California.
HAROLD C. SUIT is a Republican candidate for governor
for the state of Georgia.

1954
Mrs. Robert W. Gunderson (MARY LOUISE TULLOCK) and
her family have moved into a new home in Eldora, Iowa.
She has a daughter, 11, and two boys, 10 and 7.
PATRICIA McCAMEY teaches at Magnolia Special Education
Center in Orlando.
EDWARD W. WELLS completed fifteen years with Owens
Illinois, November '69.
Mr and Mrs. Wilson F. Selmer (VIRGINIA DARWIN) make
their home in Cheyenne, Wyo., with their young sons. They
would like to see any Rollinsites living in the area or
traveling through.
Mrs. Charles Lloyd (MARIE PERKINS) enjoys playing a lot
of tennis and has had as a partner, Mrs. ROBERT W. BOYLE
(NORMA DEPPERMAN '48).
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Dunn (ETHEL DEIKMAN) are directors
of the Highgate Road Social Science Research, lnc.p a
non-profit educational institution devoted to the study of
Soviet and Eastern European anthropology, sociology, and
related fields. Membership is open to any person interested
in research and study of Soviet and Eastern European social
sciences. ETHEL'S personal research interest is in the sociology of religion in the USSR.
DR. SAMUEL BARLEY, JR., orthopedic surgeon, is in the
process of developing and marketing a new surgical instrument. He is planning to return to full-time teaching and
research in medical school during the next few years.
GEORGE W. ANDERSON has been appointed Commanding
Officer of Naval Reserve Officers School 6-14, Orlando. As
a civilian he is a C.P.A. with a practice in Winter Park.
Mrs. Lawrence Marcum (JANE HUNSICKER) is presently
teaching English and Math in Adult Night School. She has
passed the Hawaii State Real Estate Exam and plans to
enter this field soon.
LOUIS INGRAM, JR. was recently appointed Chairman tor
the Plans Board of Marketing Communication Associates,
Inc., an advertising agency in Mechanicsburg, Pa.
Mrs. Alaster MacDonald ("SUE" ROZIER) has been in
Kabul, Afghanistan, since '66 where her husband is a
political officer in the American Embassy. She writes.
"This is a fascinating and beautiful country, and our tour
here has been extremely pleasant." They have one daughter,
Sarah, age 1.
JEROME C. WOOD has recently been elected President of
the Niles Steel Tank Company in Niles, Michigan. Mrs.
Wood is the former LUCIA HOWARD.
CHARLES R. LEADER, JR. is now a Sr. Group Insurance
Consultant for Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance Co. in
Cleveland. CHARLES is also a certified ski instructor. He
is married to the former JANE MOODY '57.
BARBARA A. SPENCER lives in Westbrook, Connecticut
where she teaches first grade.
JOHN L. SPENCER, Ph.D. has been named a research associate at Eli Lilly & Co. DR.
SPENCER has been active in
antibiotic research and development and has devised
new techniques in the purification process of various fermentation products and
chemical intermediates.
Lt. Col. THOMAS M. D'ANDREA, USMC, a Naval Aviator
since March, 1954, is presently
j^B'\
A^
the Chief, Radio-Television
I^^^L ^^^-^^^^
Newsfilm Section, Audio^^^
■&
Visual Division, Office of the
^^
'— ■ ^H
Assistant Secretary of Defense
for Public Affairs at the
JOHN L. SPENCER
Pentagon.

1955
Mr. and Mrs. ROBERT GODDARD are building a new house
in Wallingford, Conn., with expectations of moving into it
about the first of May. BOB is District Manager with
Equitable Life Assurance Society. Their children are Christopher, age 3, and Jennifer, 1 yr.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Boland (CARMEN LAMPE) both actively
play the tennis tournament circuit in the summer. Their
three children are also on the tennis court every opportunity.
CARMEN's husband is comptroller for the Union League
Club in Manhattan.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Kaplan (HARRIET ATLASS) have
recently bought radio station WAPE in Jacksonville, Florida.
The Kaplans have an 18-month-old daughter, Leslie Ann.
Mrs. Burford W. Culpepper (MARIE PERRY) will be moving
to Augusta, Ga., this summer with her two sons. She will
teach there while her husband is serving a tour of duty
with the Air Force in S. E. Asia. He is a pilot-physician, in
his 3rd year of an Aerospace Medicine Residency.
JEAN MALLORY finds it wonderful to be away from the big
city. Her entire office and plant, Mallory Electric Corp.
moved from Detroit this past year to Carson City, Nev. She
is living at Lake Tahoe and enjoying the beautiful scenery
and freedom from freeway traffic jams. Last August she
spent fifteen days on a cruise in the Hawaiian Islands.

"SUE" SZUCH is Agency Coordinator for Advertising and
Marketing Associates, Inc., in Miami for the State of
Florida advertising, the City of Miami, Thunderbird Boats,
and other accounts. In between several trips to Europe, she
is in the process of re-doing an old Grove house she bought
last year.
Mrs. William T. Reed, III (NANCY CORSE) is teaching
physical education and science in a junior high school in
Bethesda, Md. She is president of the Middle Atlantic Lawn
Tennis Association in charge of women's activities and
Sears Cup Competition.
Mrs. Robert F. Ziems (BARBARA NEAL) was recently
appointed to the position of District Manager of the U.S.
Census Bureau for the Northern Virginia office. Her twin
sister Mrs. Robert G. Mays (ALICE NEAL) is District Manager for the Montgomery County, Maryland office.
Mrs. Donald Cook (MYRA BROWN) had her third book
DYNAMIC TEACHING IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL published in January.
LONNIE P. CARRUTH has contributed a gift to complete a
fifth memorial and start a sixth for DR. GEORGE SAUTE '54.
Mrs. John Motsinger (DOANE RANDALL) and two associates
have a design salon in Orlando known as "Studio III." The
purpose of their work is to create a unique tropical decor
for Florida.
EDUARDO (NANO) GARCIA and his family recently visited
Chile where he saw his brother GUILLERMO (MEMO) GARCIA
and his wife and children.
BIRTHS
Maj. and Mrs. Donald M. Cook (MYRA BROWN), a son,
Daniel Lewis, July 18, 1969.
Mr. and Mrs. JAMES F. BOCOOK, a son, Scott Bonham,
November 9, 1969.

1956
JOHN POELLEIN, Conductor of the University of Connecticut
Concert Choir, led his Concert Choir and Chamber Singers
in a tour program presented at Rollins in Crummer Hall
during January. In the review by the ORLANDO SENTINEL
it is said of JOHN, "The conductor has an obvious rapport
with his forces; his work is done with ease and dedication
and the results are impressive."
G. A. (BUD) BILENSKY is now working for Dominick &
Dominick, Wall Street Investment brokers, as manager of
data processing.
Mrs. Irving Levine (JEAN MENSING) graduated from Adelphi
School of Social Work in 1969, receiving her Master's
Degree. She is working full time at Hillside Hospital in
Queens as a psychiatric social worker.
Mrs. Charles Merlino (BARBARA HACKMAN) and her two
children are planning on making a 7-week tour of Europe,
beginning in July.

1957
Mr. and Mrs. RICHARD COSTELLO (JACQUELINE CHIAPPAR1) both teach in Brevard County, Fla. (Cape Kennedy
area). JACQUELINE received an M.A.T. degree from Rollins
in '69.
Dr. Walter J. Muller, Winter Park psychiatrist and husband
of DELLE DAVIES, has founded La Amistad, a half-way
house for troubled adolescents. La Amistad is a non-profit
organization, supported by local interests.
RICHARD F. TRISMEN has been appointed Assistant Secretary, Rollins College, by the Board of Trustees.
JONATHAN DUNN-RANKIN is currently Morning News Editor
for the CBS-affiliate in San Diego, KFMB-TV, and in April
began producing and anchoring a new Noon News half-hour.
He hosted an Opera Buffs' Buffet for JACK REARDON while
he was there singing Wolfram in the San Diego Opera
production of Tannhauser.
BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. ROBERT L. TOWNSEND (MARILYN SHINTON
'54), a daughter, Leslie Ann, February 1, 1970.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Reamy (PATRICIA BARLOWE), a
daughter, Christine Elaine, November 22, 1969.

1958
Mrs. John S. Anderson (BEVERLY STEIN) has been appointed Membership Chairman of the Atlanta Advertising
Club.
HUGH P. MITCHELL is engaged in social work as Conciliation Counselor for the State of New York Conciliation
Bureau, Rochester, N. Y.
Mr. and Mrs. EVAN GRIFFITH (JOANNE ANTHONY) and
their three children are spending the 69-70 school year
in the South of Spain. For those wishing to correspond:
Pueblo Lopez, #24 Calle Posada, Fuenierola, Malaga, Spain.
Mr. and Mrs. THOMAS E. MORRIS (ROBERTA MARLING)
report they have recently enjoyed a visit from BOB and
SHERRY LORENZEN. The MORRISES paid a return visit to
the LORENZEN's at their home in Winter Park in April.
ROBERTA has been elected President for the second term
of the Tarzana, California Republican Women's Club.
Mrs. Martin Benzuly (SHELBY HIATT) is currently cast as
a nurse on "General Hospital," the weekly afternoon TV
program. She and her husband live in Los Angeles.
Mrs. Raymond C. Adler II (MARIANNE WEIL) and her
family live in San Diego, where her husband is 2nd Vice
President of Hayden-Stone.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. JAMES P. BEXLEY (MABEL HEALIS '61), a
son, Jason Solon, January 1, 1970.
Mr. and Mrs. HUGH P. MITCHELL, a son, Peter Barnes,
January 10, 1970.

1959
DEANNA LUND, star of the "Land of the Giants" series,
was chosen to reign as queen of the third annual Andy
Williams San Diego Golf Tournament in January. DEANNA
was signed to a long-term contract by 20th Century Fox
after appearing with Frank Sinatra in the film "Tony Rome."
PETER B. BENEDICT has recently become Assistant Headmaster at St. Edward's School in Vero Beach, Florida.
Formerly he was Director of Admissions, varsity football
and basketball coach and English teacher at Fairfield
Country Day School, Fairfield, Connecticut.
JOSEPH S. HARAKA and his family are living in Decatur,
Georgia, where he is Sr. Vice President of General Interviewing Surveys, Inc.
MARRIAGES
ANNE WILKERSON to Robert W. Rayl, March 21, 1970.

1960
KAY LEIMBACHER is employed by American Airlines in the
Public Relations field. She says she would like to hear
from any "Rollinsites" in the Chicago area.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Kehm (CAROL SITTON) spent Christmas in Florida and brought their two sons, Jeff, 6, and
Greg, 4, to see the Rollins campus. CAROL'S husband is
a landscape architect in Toronto, Canada.
MRS. LINDA HASLER (LINDA CARROLL) and her two
children have recently moved to Los Angeles. She has
been made National Casting Director for the musical
"Hair" and has just returned from casting the Boston
company. LINDA also says that she saw Mrs. Vincent
Figlioa (LIBBY DANIELL) several times last year in New
York.
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Bennett, Jr. (SUZANNE LEWIS) have
lived in Dallas for seven years. SUZANNE'S husband is
Vice-President of Raucher in the Corporate Finance Dept.
They have two girls, Pam, age 5, and Laurie, age 2.
SUZANNE says they have seen RALPH OESTRICHER '60,
HORACE and TONI (PERZIA) EVERETT, '59, CORKY Figel
(CORDELIA ROWE), and BEVERLY (MILLIKAN) Allen.
ROBERT SCHNEIDER is a sales representative for the Berkshire Apparel Corp., Div. of Genesco, and lives in Des
Moines. His daughter, Audrey, is two years old and a
"real snow bunny." ROBERT visited with MR. and MRS.
GEORGE FEHL '59 (ELIZABETH JACOBS '61) in Florida
during December.
Also living in Des Moines are Mr. and Mrs. Robert F.
Goodwin (SYDNEY BURT). SYDNEY'S husband owns a radio
station there and she cares for the two babies, Kristin and
Bruce, ages 1 and 2. She also finds time to write script
for educational TV, ski, and play indoor tennis.
DR. DALE INGMANSON is in the Physical Science Department at San Diego State College.
Mrs. George Boring (PHYLLIS ZATLIN) teaches at Rutgers
University. She has had her first book published, an intermediate Spanish text, co-authored for Harcourt, Brace and
World. Her husband is also a college professor, teaching
electrical engineering at Mercer County Community College, N. J.
Lt. Commander and Mrs. DAN LAURENT have recently
returned from a two-year tour in Ecuador. They will be
living in Washington, D. C, where Dan is on the staff of
the Auditor General of the Navy.
WILL J. WARD III is head of the History Department at
the Apopka, Florida, Junior High School. He received his
M.A. from the University of Miami in January.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Heisel (MARY WHITMAN) and their
son have moved back to Atlanta where they have purchased
a duplex.
BIRTHS
Dr. and Mrs. DALE INGMANSON (SALLY ZUENGLER '62),
a daughter, Gretchen Elise, June 24, 1969.
Mr. and Mrs. STEVE D. MANDEL, a daughter, Melissa
Dawn, February 4, 1970.

1961
JOHN B. HENRIKSEN, JR., has accepted the position of
treasurer with Behavioral Research Laboratories in Menlo
Park, Calif.
Mrs. Richard Staton (JODY BILBO) has "retired" from her
job as associate editor of JACK AND JILL magazine in order
to have more time for free-lance writing.
Mrs. Glen J. Dunlap (MILDRED SEARLES) is principal of
Columbia Elementary School, Orlando. She also served as
President of the Orange County Classroom Teachers Association during 1968-69.
RODNEY J. DILLARD has been appointed Regional Vice
President of Previews Incorporated, in charge of their
Southeastern Division which includes the Caribbean and
South America.
CHARLES E. POLAN was married to Francine Pelfrene in
March of last year and they make their home in Huntington,
W. Va. CHARLES is a real estate developer, Vice President
of American Financial Corp., President, Polan Coal Land
Leasing Co., and a member of the Board of Directors, North
American National Bank. He received his Ph.D. from
Columbia University in 1966.
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CHARLES R. BERGER is with IBM Corporation in Detroit,
as an Administrative Operations Manager.
JAMES E. LYNN is a field sales manager for Container
Corporation of America in Solon, Ohio. Mrs. Lynn is the
former DEBORAH STEDRON.
WILLIAM F. KINTZING is working as Treasurer/Controller
of Madera Corporation, an American based chemical company in Tel Aviv, Israel. His company is building a chemical
plant in the Negev (the desert), as a joint venture with the
Israeli government.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Healey (DIANE PETERS) have bought a
cattle breeding ranch in rural Minnesota.
BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. TERRY B. PATTERSON. JR. (NANCY NEIER),
a daughter, Julie, March 15, 1970.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Healey (DIANE PETERS), a son, Thomas,
October 4, 1969.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter D. Fitzgerald (ANN BERRY), a daughter, Elizabeth Ann, June 18, 1969.
Mr. and Mrs. Stewart Young (JANIE FEISE), a daughter,
Tracy Jane, March 2, 1970.
Mr. and Mrs. RONALD H. BROWN, a son, Kelly Wayne,
January 23, 1970.
Mr. and Mrs. JERRY BEETS, a son, February 9, 1970.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wilton II (PATRICIA TRUMBULL), a
daughter, Allison Sydney, October 11, 1969.
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin E. Smith, Jr. (HALLIE HAUBENESTEL), a daughter, Jennifer Ann, August 23, 1969.

1962
BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Northrop ("NINI' THOMPSON), a
daughter, Nancy Carter, March 11, 1970.
Mr. and Mrs. RALPH TANCHUK, a daughter, Stephanie
Dawn, April 14, 1969.

1963
MR. and MRS. RICHARD RHODES (LINDA SCHMIDT '66)
have a daughter, Judith Catherine, born February 18, 1969.
DICK is Assistant Orange County (Fla.) Solicitor and shares
offices with JOHN HOLMES '61.
Mrs. TONY M. TOLEDO (SANDRA RAINEY) was to meet her
husband in Japan in February for a vacation. DR. TOLEDO
'61 completed his internship and residency in internal
medicine and is now in Viet Nam.
DAVID STEARNS MARTIN is
President of Stearns Farms,
Inc., a real-estate and insurance firm on the island of
Jamestown in Rhode Island.
ROBERT J. CARLSON is living
in Bloomfield Hills, Michigan,
and working for Anchor Hocking Glass Corporation.
Mr. and Mrs. H. WILLIAM
LAUTERBACH (JEAN HOLLER
'64) are living in Delavan,
Wise, with their 3y2-year-old
son, Shane. Bill is vicepresident and general manaSHANE LAUTERBACH
ger of the Water Equipment
Division of Sta Rite Industries.
MARRIAGES
DAVID STEARNS MARTIN to Janice M. Murdock, August 8,
1969.
PATRICIA GANSON to Dr. John R. Westine, February 14,
1970.
LAUREN KIEFER to Frank Cascio, July 20, 1969.
BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Seney (KAREN PARACHEK), a son,
March 28, 1970.
MR. and MRS. JAMES C. BLEYER (CATHERINE MOYERS
'65), a son, Jon David, 10/3/69.

1964
Mr. and Mrs. RUST DEMING (KRIS BRACEWELL '62) will be
in Kobe, Japan for another year where RUST is a foreign
service officer, and will be able to enjoy participating in
EXPO '70 held in a nearby town. They have a daughter,
"Teena," age 6 and twins 2 years old.
CLARENCE W. LAW, JR. after six and a half years as a
Navy pilot is now a pilot with Western Air Lines, stationed
in San Francisco.
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Nagi (CAROLINE MORSE) have moved
into their "new" antique saltbox at Sudbury, Mass., with
son Robert, and two hunting dogs.
SANDRA BROWN has earned a Ph.D degree from the University of N. C. and is an Assistant Professor of Spanish at
California State College.
The Nelson C. Hollands (DIANA BOYD) are parents of Nelson
II, age 1 and Elizabeth, 3 years old. DIANA'S husband is a
sales-engineer for Bower Roller Bearings, Grosse Point,
Mich., and she teaches art classes from time to time.
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ROBERT C. BALINK has been appointed Director of the
Eglin Area Center of the University of West Florida. He is
also Assistant Professor of Management.
JEFF CLARK has expanded his studio facilities in San Francisco. In June 1969 he held a one-man show consisting of
27 paintings of which he sold five. In August he showed in
Sarasota and had three sales. His next shows were scheduled for San Francisco May 23, 1970 and Europe in August.
THOMAS DOOLITTLE has assumed the position of President
of Metropolitan Petroleum Petrochemicals Co., Inc.
Mrs. William Pinckard ("ROBIN" ROBINSON) lives in
Houston where her husband is a bank vice-president and
she keeps busy keeping up with two young daughters, Mary,
age 3, and Maggie, 6 months old. "ROBIN" would like to
hear from anyone in or going through the area.
Captain MICHAEL E. MILLER, an RF-4C Phantom II pilot in
the 10th Reconnaissance Wing, Alconbury RAF Station,
England, is a member of a unit that has earned the U.S.
Air Force Outstanding Unit Award. This is the second such
award earned by the unit.
RALPH "PETE" HALL is Director of Marketing for Palmetto
Dunes, a land development company on Hilton Head Island,
South Carolina. His wife is the former PENELOPE OAKES.
RICHARD E. BOSCHEN, JR. is Associate Director of Development at Bloomfield College in New Jersey. He was the
recipient of one of the 1970 "Outstanding Young Men of
America" awards, and elected Trustee of United Fund of
Bloomfield.
B. T. HEINEMAN, incoming President of Rollins College
Alumni Association, has been appointed Vice President of
Jackson Recreation Products, a Division of American Southern Corporation, both Winter Park companies.
BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. RONALD ACKER, a son, Kevin Kurt, November
20. 1969.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Giambruno (DIANE LALOW), a daughter,
Stephanie Lara, May 6, 1969.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert C. Fuller (JUDITH ROBB), a son,
Kyle Robert, January 7, 1970.
Mr. and Mrs. Alpo Crane (MARJORIE KNIGHT), a son, Erik
Franssila, March 17, 1970.
Mr. and Mrs. B. T. HEINEMAN, a daughter, April 6, 1970.
Mr. and Mrs. NEIL J. DENTZER, a son, Neil, Jr., February
26, 1970.
Mr. and Mrs. P. DOUGLAS PREVOST (JEAN SNYDER), a
daughter, Pamela Leigh, March 5, 1970.
Mr. and Mrs. John W. McCord, Jr. (KATHLEEN LYONS), a
daughter, Christine Allison, January 18, 1970.
Mr. and Mrs. EDWIN C. ELICKER (CAROLE HOFFER '65), a
son, Ward Tomlinson, May 17, 1969.
MARRIAGES
NANCY SCOTT to Douglas R. Hellstrom, August 9. 1969

1965
JEFFERY HEITZ has returned from Vietnam and is living
in Dayton, Ohio. Now that he is out of the Navy he hopes
to enter the field of journalism and ultimately make a
career in broadcasting. He says first, however, he is going
to catch up on a little living and go skiing out West.
GARY MALTERER has returned to the area and is an Instructor in Business Administration at Valencia Junior College,
Orlando.
CARY FULLER is finishing this year at Rye Country Day
School teaching 9th and 10th grade English. He plans to
leave the educational field in the fall and "explore new
horizons."
SHARON BLOODWORTH has become a member of Kappa
Delta Pi.
Mrs. Donald Porter (DIANE LUNT) enrolled in Medical School
at Columbia in February. Her husband is publishing his
first novel.
MR. and MRS. TODD W. READ (D. JANE WOODWORTH)
are now living in Kettering, Ohio. TODD is a Territorial
Manager for Dunlop Sports and JANE is a member of the
Ladies' Professional Golf Association - tournament and
teaching division.
JEAN CHRISTY is Assistant Professor of History at Quinnipiac College in Hamden, Connecticut, teaching Ancient
History and British History.
JIM LINDAMOOD has recently opened a law office in Akron,
Ohio. He is married to the former PATRICIA JUDSON '66.
DOUGLAS J. DRAPER is interning in Arlington, Va. and
will graduate from Auburn Veterinarian School this June.
He is married to the former BARB. LIVERETT.
MARRIAGES
MARIAN E. BEANE to John M. Murray II, February 14, 1970.
D. JANE WOODWORTH to TODD W. READ, November 29,
1969.
BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond W. Russell (BEVERLY GANSON),
a son, Scott Ganson, March 17, 1970.
Mr. and Mrs. COOPER OLIVER (ELIZABETH ZEPPENFELD
'66), a daughter, Victoria Wood, March 9, 1970.
Mr. and Mrs. M. L. Ricks (SUSAN CARTER), a daughter,
Mary Joyce, November 16, 1969.

1966
PETER CRONE teaches history at Trinity Preparatory School,
near Winter Park.

Mrs. Charles M. Buster (PAMELA HURLBERT) has returned
to the Winter Park area to live, after a year in Ft. Lauderdale. Her husband, Mike, is employed by Houston-Fearless
Corp., Los Angeles, manufacturers of film processing equip.
ment for television and industry.
SUSAN RAYNOR is at Ohio State University working for a
Ph.D. in Educational Broadcasting. She will study abroad
this spring.
PRUDENCE MAY is employed as a computer programmer by
Levi Strauss, San Francisco.
SUSAN STILES is working toward an M.A. degree in archae
ology and scriptures at Brigham Young University.
Mr. and Mrs. JAMES M. JOHNSON (JANE TRUESDALE '65)
took their second trip down the Colorado River through the
Grand Canyon last June. JANE reports that she is very busy
painting and making pottery at the Creative Arts Workshop
in New Haven.
C. EDWARD (TED) LAWSON has worked for Chemical Bank
(NYC) in their government bond department and is now
the Assistant Manager. He enjoys playing squash at the
University Club, skiing in Vermont and out West. His travels
have taken him to Russia, Rome, Athens, Bermuda and
Nova Scotia, Canada.
STEVEN W. VALAVANIS is Assistant Professor of Social
Science and Political Science at Brevard Junior College,
Cocoa, Fla.
Mrs. Ralph Jones (SANDRA WILLARD) has returned to the
Winter Park area. Her husband is the Chief of Police of
Maitland.
Mrs. Benjamin Hernandez (MARIE RACKENSPERGER) teaches
Spanish at Winter Park High School. Her husband is training to be a commercial pilot. Since her husband is Cuban,
MARIE likes to experiment in Cuban cookery. In her spare
time she writes poetry in Spanish and enjoys target snooting.
BLAKE MUNRO has recently moved from Denver to Boulder,
Colorado. He is employed as an Account Executive for Bosworth, Sullivan and Company, members of the New York
Stock Exchange.
JEFF HICKS, who is teaching History at Avon Old Farms
School, Avon, Connecticut, will soon receive his M.A. in
History from Trinity College in Hartford.
Mr. and Mrs. R. F. Sewell (MARY KLINGEL) spent last fall
visiting Greece, Italy, France and England. They hope to
travel to the Orient later this year.
JEFFREY FISHER is commanding a mobile advisory team,
Ba Xuyen Province, Mekong Delta, Vietnam. He will return
to the States in July.
KENNETH SPARKS has recently passed the NASD Securities
Exam which will enable him to sell mutual funds for
Provident Mutual Life Insurance Company of Philadelphia.
Mrs. SPARKS is the former MARILYN MUELLER '68.
Mrs. EDWIN P. GRANBERRY, JR. (MIMI ROHN) has three
programs on educational TV on which she teaches intermediate art. She also teaches adult art classes in the
evening and is active in Little Theatre set design. She is
married to EDWIN P. GRANBERRY, JR. '50.
LAWSON CALHOUN has recently joined Southeastern Personnel as Placement Manager in the Atlanta office.
Mrs. Richard H. May (MITZIE GISSENDANER) has been
working as a Vocational Rehabilitation Counselor with
mentally and physically handicapped children in public
schools in Albemarle County, Virginia. Her husband is
attending law school at the University of Virginia.
Mr. and Mrs. THOMAS W. ALEXANDER (PAMELA BOOTH
'68) are living in White Plains, N. Y. now that Tom is out
of the service. He is employed by the Chemical Bank of
New York.
MARRIAGES
EDWARD C. GEIGER to Barbara Ann Stewart, March 7,

1970.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. C. DOUGLAS KERR (ELAINE LAWRENCE '64),
a daughter, Janet Lawrence, December 3, 1969.
Mr. and Mrs. LAWSON CALHOUN, a son, Daniel Clay,
August 23, 1969.

1967
T. SCOTT MUNDS has become associated with Laidlaw 8
Co., NYC, as an Account Executive.
ROBERT C. LEWIS recently won the Riviera Open in Ormond Beach. This was his first victory since turning professional.
FERDINAND L. STARBUCK, Jr. will receive his MCS degree
from Rollins in May.
Mrs. W. Craig Marshall (KATHERINE TEN EYCK) is living
in Florida while her husband is in Viet Nam. Later this
year they will meet in Hong Kong and from there go to
Japan and Expo '70.
Dr. and Mrs. Joseph Mauceri (ELLERY SONKING) and their
two children are living in Albany, New York where Dr.
Mauceri is an internist.
In June, DONALD F. PHILLIPS, Jr., will be moving to
Tupeio, Mississippi, where he will be part owner of the
Safari Lounge.
F. DENNIS MILNER completed his master's degree in Economics at the University of Kentucky in August of 1969.
He is working as a Systems Analyst for a life insurance
company in Louisville.
MARGARET IMPERT has been cast as Maggie Wexler on
"The Guiding Light," an afternoon TV show.

BIRTHS
Mr and Mrs. Eric Ravndal III (SARAH BELDEN), a daughter, Elizabeth Belden, January 25, 1970.
Mr and Mrs. MICHAEL H. MONROE, a daughter, Lara
Kathleen, September 9, 1969.
Mr and Mrs. F. DENNIS MILNER, a daughter, Anne Dennis,
November 27, 1969.

1968
SUSAN HADDOCK and LAURI REGER, who had been traveling throughout Europe since February '69, have taken jobs
with I OS (Investors Overseas Service) located in Ferney Voltaire, France, just 2 miles outside of Geneva, Switzerland. They are living in St. Genis - Pouilly, France. They
invite any Rollins alumni traveling their way to look them
up for a small reunion.
VIDA JOYCE HULL is a graduate student (with graduate
assistantship) at Ohio State University, where she will
receive her M.A. in the History of Art in June, 1970.
JEREMY P. LANG has recently graduated as top man in his
class of 29 in the Graduate School of Architecture at Columbia University.
FRANCES E. RICHARDSON is now living and teaching in
Phoenix, Arizona.
RHEUA SUSAN STAKELY is attending Boston University
where she is working on her M.A. In the summer she is a
tennis pro at the country club in Cooperstown, New York.
TERRY A. BUNDE is in the U. S. Army and is stationed
at Fort Ord, California.
In January Mrs. Stanley M. Williams (BECKY A. BRAWLEY)
received her MA in Speech Pathology from Oklahoma University.

1969
W. J. HEFFERNAN is attending the University of Florida
College of Law.
FRED W. SCHERT is in his first year of medical school at
Tulane University School of Medicine.
ANGUS M. McKINNON is in Officer's Training for the Air
Force at Lackland Air Force Base, Texas.
JOHN FAIRBANKS McDERMID is a first year student at the
American University Law School, in Washington, D. C.
Mrs. Russell M. Blackmer, Jr. (GAIL PATTISON) is soprano
soloist at the First Presbyterian Church in Lincoln, Nebraska,
where her husband is organist and choir director.
Mrs. John White II (MARION BREWER) has been substitute
teaching since January. She and her husband spent spring
vacation on Grand Cayman Island, British West Indies.
EPHRIAM L. HALLMAN is a student at the Lutheran Theological Southern Seminary in Columbia, S. C.

MICHAEL L. FORT

CHRISTOPHER C. TAYLOR

EUGEN SALPIUS '69 recently sent to us a printed announcement of his being awarded a J.D. degree from the
University of Salzburg, Germany. It is reproduced below.

TEDD A. STEPHENS entered Rollins spring term in the
evening program and is working toward his MCS degree.
Airman CHRISTOPHER C. TAYLOR has completed basic
training at Lackland AFB, Texas. He has been assigned to
Keesler AFB, Mississippi, for training in communications
electronics systems.
Airman MICHAEL L. FORT has completed basic training at
Lackland AFB, Texas. He has been assigned to Sheppard
AFB, Texas for training in the transportation field.
MARRIAGES
PHILIP D. MARION to JOANNE L. BURROUGHS '70, June

2, 1969.
W. J. HEFFERNAN, JR. to Nina M. Kimmelmann, August

31, 1969.

1971
MARRIAGES
MARY H. TOBEY to Lt. Rodney W. Cook, January 31, 1970.

BGS
CHIEF MASTER SERGEANT ROBERT W. FUHRMAN '68 has
received the USAF Commendation Medal at Andersen AFBF
Guam. He is serving at Andersen as a weather superintendent.
MAJ. JOHN VAN HERPEN '63
has been assigned to Perrin
AFB, Tex. as a health service
officer with the 4780th U. S.
Air Force Hospital.
U. S. Air Force First Lieutenant GILES R. ZAMBS '67
has been named Outstanding
Junior Officer of the Year at
Keesier AFB, Mississippi.
Mrs. JESSE F. BAKER '66 has
been teaching at Judson
Walker Junior High School in
Orlando.
Mrs. SAMUEL H. ZEIGLER
GILES R. ZAMBS
(JOAN MILLER '66) is a kindergarten teacher at Tildenville Elementary. Her husband, LCDR SAMUEL H. ZEIGLER,
SC, USN (RET.) MAT '67, is teaching at Ciermont High
School and is in the MCS graduate program at Crummer.
He was recently elected to his second term as Councilman
in Windermere, Florida.

MAT-MBA
Mrs. GENEVIEVE D. WEBBER MAT '64 is studying at the
University of Florida for her Ph.D. in Special Education.
LEE E. ZIRK MBA '64 has
been appointed manager of
the Mobile district sales office
of the Vickers Division of
Sperry Rand Corporation in
Tulsa, Oklahoma.
PAUL W. SHAFER MBA '66
has been named manager of
the data processing division
of Combanks Corporation,
Winter Park.
CHARLES E. RICE MBA '64,
President of First National
Bank at Winter Park has announced that a group at First
National have acquired charLEE E. ZIRK
ters of two banks and have
applied to the Federal Reserve to have those two new banks become affiliated with
Barnett Banks of Florida, Inc. Recently, he and his wife
(DIANNE TAUSCHER '61) went to Europe with the Crummer students.

EUGEN SALPIUS

3n jlemoriam
MAUDE OBENCHAIN Abernathy (Mrs. John
C), 90's, deceased July 21, 1969.
EMILY BONFIELD DENNING (MRS. GIRARD), 1901, deceased January 1, 1970.
LELAND M. CHUBB, 1905, deceased March
16, 1970.
JOHN JESSE HEARD, 1912, deceased September 26, 1969.
MARJORIE BLACKMAN SLOATERMEN (Mrs.
Frank), 1912, deceased January, 1970.
ELEANOR MARGARET SPRAGUE, 1925, deceased December 23, 1969.
STERLING P. HOLLAND, JR., 1930, deceased
October 21, 1969.
ELIZABETH VOGLER Moon, 1932, deceased
January 1, 1970.
FRANCIS C. WARREN, 1934, deceased February, 1970.
JANE SENSENBRENNER Shipman (Mrs.
James), 1938, deceased March 20, 1969.
JUNE HERREN Armstrong (Mrs. Charles J.),
1939, deceased November 27, 1969.
JOHN E. CLARK, 1939, deceased February
19, 1970.
OWEN LOBACH RIEDY, 1953, deceased
March 22, 1970.
HARRY H. PACKER, 1956, deceased February, 1970.
THOMAS W. GURLEY M.A.T., 1965, deceased
October 16, 1969.
Senator Ralph E. Flanders, LHD, 1954, deceased February 19, 1970.
Dr. Roy Wilson, former faculty, deceased
March 1, 1970.
Mrs. Stanley Cleveland, former Dean of
Women, deceased May 17, 1970.

One of the most enduring and rewarding traditions at Rollins is the endowment of a book,
in perpetuity, in memory of each alumnus who
has passed on.
Classmates and other friends, as well as the
family concerned, are invited to send remembrances for any amount and thus participate in
the BOOK-A-YEAR CLUB Memorial Program
which provides for the Library an urgently
needed book in the name of an alumnus.

erlaubt sich bekanntzugeben, dafi

SEINE PROMOTION

ZUM DOKTOR JURIS
am IS. Mai-z 1970 um 10.30 Uhr s.t. im groGen Festsaal der Universitat zu Wien stattfindet

Salzburg, Lichtenbergstrafie 8
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Relax
and Sit
a Spell
A perfect gift for graduation,
birthday, anniversary or
wedding, a beautiful addition
to any room in your home,
these traditional college
chairs, are available in arm
chair, side chair or Boston
rocker styles. They are of
sturdy birchwood, handrubbed, black lacquer finish
with the Rollins College seal
in gold.
The arm chair is available
to Alumni for $44.75, side
chair $26.25, and the Boston
rocker for $34.75. Orders
must be placed through the
Rollins Alumni Office.
Chairs will be shipped direct
from the factory in Gardner,
Massachusetts, shipping
charges collect. (Estimated
at $2.00 to Boston to about
$7.00 to the West Coast.)
Allow from four to six weeks
for delivery.
Send in your order and check
to Rollins College Alumni
Association, Winter Park,
Florida 32789.

Rollins College Alumni Chairs
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